THE  TRAIN
She herself was standing and holding an overall ready
for the professor to slip into when he had finished
washing. He had white, slightly pufiy professorial hands,
like Professor Skuderevsky's. The washroom window was
covered, and intensely bright lamps shone over the
table. It never entered anybody's head that it was
senseless to cover this light when the whole train was
plainly visible in the bright glare of the fires.
Klava cut the wounded man's boot off and turned
away in horror.
"Well, what's up with you? What's wrong, eh? Not
used to it yet?" said the soldier, frowning. "It's only a
flea-bite, if you want to know—the bone isn't even
touched."
Julia Dmitriyevna fastened the professor's overall,
poured spirit over his pink palms and handed him the
gloves. The handsome old man, rather like an actor,
looked in perplexity at her contented face ....
But in two minutes he understood her. Here was the
born nurse, who regarded the profession as a sacred
duty. He never had to ask her for anything, it was all to
hand as she anticipated his needs.
The wounded soldier bore the dressing unflinchingly,
without a single groan, only occasionally letting out his
breath in a loud: "F-f-fu!" Julia Dmitriyevna adored
such patients. She could not stand whiners. She heard
nothing of the roar about her, completely absorbed in
what she was doing. The only thing that troubled her
was the heat, the coach was unbearably stuffy and the
ventilators seemed barely to stir the air. With the pincers
she took a swab and wiped the sweat from the wounded
man's face.
"Thank you/' said the soldier.
A boy was brought in with a shattered tibia, un-
conscious. He had splendidly developed muscles—
probably he had been a footballer, or a cyclist. ... She
saw at a glance that the leg would have to be amputated,
saw it even before the professor did.
"Those damned swine!" said Falna, looking at the boy.
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